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Abstract: We advance the notion of a classical density matrix, as a classical analogue of the quantum mechanical
statistical operator, and investigate its main properties. In the case of composite systems a partial trace-like
operation performed upon the global classical density matrix leads to a marginal density matrix describing
a subsystem. In the case of dynamically independent subsystems (that is, non-interacting subsystems) this
marginal density matrix evolves locally, its behavior being completely determined by the local phase-space
flow associated with the subsystem under consideration. However, and in contrast with the case of ordinary
marginal probability densities, the marginal classical density matrix contains information concerning the
statistical correlations between a subsystem and the rest of the system.
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1. Introduction

The physics of information is a multidisciplinary researchfield [1–13] that has generated significant advances con-cerning the limitations imposed by the basic laws of Na-ture on any real device that processes or transmits in-
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formation [6, 7, 13–15]. On the other hand, theoreticaldevelopments indubitably show that information-relatednotions are of essence for our understanding of the phys-ical world [1–6]. Information-based methodologies suchas the maximum entropy (maxent) principle [16–18] havefound application in an immense variety of scenarios, andhave paved the way for erecting bridges between physicsand other scientific fields, particularly biology. Indeed,biological entities have come to be regarded as being ba-sically information-processing systems [19].The density matrix constitutes one of the most important
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tools for the study of quantum mechanical aspects of thephysics of information, being an essential ingredient bothin the analysis of the conceptual foundations of quantummechanics and in its practical applications. It is the basictool for describing mixed quantum states. These, in turn,arise when one deals with situations in which one does notpossess maximum knowledge (as in the case of pure states)concerning the system’s state or when dealing with thestate of a quantum system that is entangled with anotherquantum system. The former scenario corresponds, forinstance, to the statistical ensemble of quantum statisticalmechanics. The latter is essential in the study of quantumentanglement and quantum information theory.The density matrix is an essentially quantum-mechanicalconcept. It is our purpose here to investigate the possibil-ity of concocting a classical analogue of this fundamentalconcept. Such an inquiry is inscribed within the moregeneral research line that explores classical analogues ofdiverse aspects of quantum mechanics (see [8] and refer-ences therein) in order to better elucidate the basic natureof the quantum state and, in particular, contribute to theunderlying ontic vs. epistemic debate [20]. In addition toits relevance for the quantum mechanics’ foundations, thestudy of classical analogues of aspects of quantum physicsmay also lead to new tools for the statistical treatment ofclassical systems [21].
2. Classical density matrix
Consider a normalized probability density f (x), where x ∈
RN stands for the relevant N-dimensional phase-space,so that ∫

f (x)dNx = 1. (1)
By analogy with quantum mechanics we now define a“density matrix" ρ(x, x′) with matrix elements

ρ(x, x′) = √[f (x) f (x′)], (2)
where √f (x) is the classical analogue of a probabilityamplitude in quantum mechanics. In equation (2) x and
x′ represent two arbitrary points in the relevant phase-space. The density matrix (2) clearly exhibits some im-portant properties like normalization and positivity,

ρ(x, x′) ≥ 0,∫
dNx ρ(x, x) = 1. (3)

From Eq. (2) a basic relation follows, namely

P = ∫ dNx dNx ′ρ2(x, x′) = 1, (4)
a property that can be regarded as the classical counter-part of the well-known relation T r[ρ̂2] = 1 characteriz-ing the quantum statistical operator associated with purequantum states. It is worth mentioning that non-local in-tegrals of the type (4) arise in the analysis of radiativeentropy production [22], and also of surface/interfacial ten-sion systems (see, for instance, [23, 24])The set of classical density matrices satisfying (3) is con-vex. Given two density matrices (from here on we omitthe adjective “classical") ρ1 and ρ2 verifying (3), it is clearthat any convex linear combination

ρ(x, x′) = λ1ρ1(x, x′) + λ2ρ2(x, x′), (5)
with λ1 + λ2 = 1 and λ1, λ2 non-negative real numbers,also verifies (3). In contrast, property (4) is not preservedby convex linear combinations. In fact, as we shall seewhen considering composite systems, marginal classicaldensity matrices describing subsystems may not complywith (4), having instead 0 < P < 1. Consequently, itis convenient to regard as legitimate density matrices allthose ρ(x, x′) belonging to the convex set defined by theconditions (3).
Assume now that the original probability density f is time-dependent and describes the evolution of a statistical en-semble of realizations of a classical dynamical system gov-erned by the equations of motion

ẋ = V(x), x,V ∈ RN . (6)
Accordingly, the ensemble probability density f (x, t)evolves following the Liouville equation

∂f
∂t +∇x · (f V) = 0, (7)

where
∇x = ( ∂

∂x1 , . . . ,
∂
∂xN

) (8)
is the N-dimensional nabla operator. The density matrix
ρ(x, x′) satisfies then the (non-linear) evolution equation

2ρ∂ρ∂t + ∇x · (ρ2 V(x)) +∇x′ · (ρ2 V(x′)) = 0. (9)
We are specially interested in dynamical systems with di-vergenceless phase-space flows, which encompass Hamil-tonian systems amongst their members and are charac-terized by the fact that their dynamics is information-conserving [25]. Indeed, divergenceless dynamical sys-tems constitute the classical version of dynamical systems
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where information is preserved during the time evolutionof the system. This conservation of information is givenby the conservation of appropriate entropic functionalsevaluated upon time dependent probability densities thatare solutions of the associated Liouville equation. Thiskind of dynamics constitutes (at the classical level) themost fundamental one. According to our present under-standing of Nature, the basic laws of physics satisfy thisinformation-preserving property [26, 27]. Indeed, the con-servation of information has been hailed by some lead-ing theoreticians as the most fundamental law of physics[28]. Dynamics where information is not preserved arisefrom the approximate treatment of open systems, or fromreduced descriptions of the evolution of dynamical sys-tems based on coarse-graining or on related approxima-tion methods. Divergenceless dynamical systems aboundboth in physics and theoretical biology (among severalother areas of knowledge). Besides the celebrated Hamil-tonian systems, there are other important divergencelesssystems that are not Hamiltonian, or do not admit theirmore natural representation in terms of canonical vari-ables. Special mention can be made of the Lotka-Volterrapredator-prey systems [29, 30] and those of Nambu [31].Both receive considerable attention [29–37]. In the par-ticular case of a Hamiltonian system with n degrees offreedom the phase space dimension is N = 2n, and thelocation x in phase space is given by the complete set of
n generalized coordinates and the corresponding n conju-gate momenta, x = (q1, . . . , qn, p1, . . . , pn). The flow v inphase space is determined by the Hamiltonian function Hand, expressing v explicitly in terms of its components, onehas, v = (∂H/∂p1, . . . , ∂H/∂pn,−∂H/∂q1, . . . ,−∂H/∂qn).In the case of a divergenceless dynamical system one has

∇x · V(x) = 0, (10)

and the density matrix obeys the linear, Liouville-likeequation
∂ρ
∂t + (∇xρ) · V(x) + (∇x′ρ) · V(x′) = 0. (11)

It can be verified after some algebra that the conditions(3) characterizing a classical density matrix are preservedunder the Liouville-like dynamics given by (11). Anotherimportant property of the evolution equation (11) is thatthe quantity P given by (4) is conserved,
dP
dt = 0. (12)

The time independence of P also holds in the case of non-divergenceless dynamical systems, whose classical den-sity matrix obeys the non-linear evolution equation (9).Consider now a bipartite system with a phase-space of
N = N1 + N2 dimensions. A point in this phase-spacecan be represented as (x, y) with x ∈ RN1 (subsystem A)and y ∈ RN2 (subsystem B). If the composite system isdescribed by a normalized joint probability density f (x, y),we have a joint density matrix

ρ(x, y; x′, y′) = √[f (x, y) f (x′, y′)]. (13)
A crucial stage is that of introducing a reduced densitymatrix ρ(x, x′) associated with subsystem A, obtained byrecourse to a partial trace-like operation,

ρA(x, x′) = ∫ dN2yρ(x, y; x′, y). (14)
It is clear that ρA(x, x′) verifies the requisites of positivityand normalization (3). However, ρA will not comply, ingeneral, with condition (4). In fact,

PA = ∫
dN1xdN1x ′ ρ2

A(x, x′) = ∫ dN1xdN1x ′dN2ydN2y′ [f (x, y)f (x, y′)f (x′, y)f (x′, y′)]1/2 ≤ 1. (15)

If subsystems A and B are statistically independent in thesense that
f (x, y) = fA(x)fB(y), (16)

where fA(x) = ∫ dN2yf (x, y) and fB(y) = ∫ dN1xf (x, y) arethe marginal probability densities respectively associated

with the subsystems A and B, we find
PA = ∫ dN1xdN1x ′ ρ2

A(x, x′) = 1. (17)On the other hand, assuming that PA = 1, leads to thefactorizability of f (x, y). Indeed, appealing to the Schwartzinequality we have

ρ2
A(x, x′) = [∫

dN2y√f (x, y)f (x′, y)]2
≤
[∫

dN2y f (x, y)][∫ dN2y f (x′, y)] = fA(x) fA(x′). (18)
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Consequently,
PA = ∫ ρ2

A(x, x′)dN1xdN1x ′ ≤
[∫

dN1x fA(x)] [∫ dN1x ′ fA(x′)] = 1. (19)

The equality in (18) is verified iff f (x, y) and f (x′, y) areproportional to each other. In other words, iff for each pair
x, x′ there exists a number δ(x, x′) such that

f (x, y) = δ(x, x′) f (x′, y) (20)
holds for all y. Now, (20) clearly implies that f (x, y) isfactorizable. Indeed, defining

fB(y) = [∫ dN1x ′ f (x′, y)]−1
f (x′, y)

and
fA(x) = [∫ dN2y f (x′, y)]−1

δ(x, x′),
we have f (x, y) = fA(x)fB(y). Note that in the above equa-tions we consider a given, fixed x′-value and focus on thedependence of the involved quantities upon x and y. Inother words, x′ is just an auxiliary quantity used to con-struct the densities fA(x), fB(y), which in turn constitutethe “final" result of the preceding argument and do notdepend on x′. They are in fact marginal probability den-sities

fA(x) = ∫ dN2y f (x, y)
fB(y) = ∫ dN1x f (x, y). (21)

Summing up, the condition PA = 1 is both necessary andsufficient for the statistical independence of A and B. Thisfact makes the difference
DA = 1− PA, (22)

a measure of the correlations between A and B. The formof the functional DA[ρA] resembles that of the linear en-tropy of quantum mechanical density matrices. Notice that
PA is expressed only in terms of A-quantities, but never-theless contains some B-information. Usually, statisticalcorrelations are measured by recourse to quantities thatexplicitly refer to both subsystems A and B. For instance,we have the mutual information IAB , given by

IAB = SA + SB − SAB, (23)

where S[f ] = − ∫ f ln fdNx is the Shannon entropy of theprobability density f .As a simple illustration of the above ideas let us considera correlated Gaussian probability density,
f (x, y) = √4σ1σ2 − σ 2122π exp [−(σ1x2 + σ2y2 + σ12xy)],(24)describing a composite system consisting of two one-dimensional subsystems with coordinates x and y, respec-tively. In this case the quantity DA is equal to

DA = 1−√1− σ 2124σ1σ2 , (25)
while the mutual information is

IAB = −12 ln(1− σ 2124σ1σ2
)
. (26)

Therefore, we have
DA = 1− e−IAB , (27)

which illustrates the fact that DA constitutes a measureof statistical correlations between subsystems A and B.Indeed, one can see in this example that DA is a mono-tonically increasing function of the mutual information IAB(see Figure 1).It is important to mention that the classical partial trace-like operation does not commute with the operation of con-structing the density matrix ρ from a probability density
f . That is, if one starts from the joint probability density
f (x, y), computes the marginal probability density for sub-system A, fA(x) = ∫

dN2yf (x, y), and then constructs itsassociated density matrix ρ̃2
A(x, x′) = fA(x)fA(x′), this ρ̃A isnot, in general, going to coincide with the marginal densitymatrix ρA given by (14). In fact, the marginal probabilitydensity fA(x) does not contain any information concerningthe correlations between subsystems A and B, while themarginal density matrix ρA (obtained via a partial traceoperation conducted upon the joint density matrix ρ) does.In other words, the operation of partial trace performedat the level of probability densities “removes” informationconcerning correlations, while partial-tracing over density
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Figure 1. Measured DA against mutual information IAB for the cor-
related Gaussian density (24). All depicted quantities are
dimensionless.

matrices does not. Therefore, the appropriate strategy forapplying the present density matrix formalism to compos-ite classical systems is the following. Start with the prob-ability density describing the full composite system underconsideration and construct the associated classical den-sity matrix. Then, in order to describe the subsystems,determine the concomitant marginal density matrices, ob-tained via the partial trace operation performed over theglobal density matrix.Another conceptually interesting feature of DA that weshall discuss now is that the marginal classical densitymatrix ρA evolves autonomously when the subsystems Aand B are non-interacting. That is, its evolution is deter-mined entirely by the structure of the dynamical system
A. When the two subsystems A and B are dynamically in-dependent (that is, they do not interact) the concomitantequations of motion are of the form,

ẋ = V(x), x,V ∈ RN1

ẏ = W(y), y,W ∈ RN2 . (28)
As done before, we shall assume a divergenceless phase-space flow,

∇x · V =∇y ·W = 0. (29)
The joint density matrix ρ then evolves according to,

∂ρ
∂t + (∇xρ) · V(x) + (∇yρ) ·W(y)+ (∇x′ρ) · V(x′) + (∇y′ρ) ·W(y′)= 0. (30)

Note that the subsystems A and B are assumed to bedynamically independent, but not necessarily statisticallyindependent. That is, the joint density matrix ρ may arisefrom a non-factorizable joint probability density f (x, y).Setting now in the evolution equation (30) y = y′, and in-tegrating over the N2-dimensional phase-space of subsys-tem B, one obtains the equation of motion for the marginaldensity matrix ρA,
∂ρA
∂t + (∇xρA) · V(x) + (∇x′ρA) · V(x′) = 0. (31)

This equation has the form (11), and describes an au-tonomous evolution of ρA completely determined by thephase-space flow V(x) characterizing the dynamics of sub-system A. To derive equation (31) one has to use the di-vergenceless condition (29) and also assume that f → 0fast enough as |y| → ∞, so that the surface terms aris-ing after integration by parts vanish. These assumptionsimply, for instance, that
∫
dN2y(∇yρ(x, y; x′, y)) ·W(y) = −∫ dN2yρ(x, y; x′, y)(∇y ·W(y)) = 0. (32)

A consequence of the evolution equation (31) is that PAis constant in time,
dPA
dt = 0. (33)

This corresponds to the fact that the amount of statisticalcorrelation between the subsystem A and the rest of thesystem does not change in time if subsystem A is not

interacting with the other subsystems.
It is important to emphasize that the linear, Liouville-likeevolution equation for the global classical density matrix,and its locally autonomous version corresponding to themarginal density matrices describing independent subsys-tems, only hold for dynamical systems exhibiting a diver-genceless phase-space flow. These facts highlight the fun-
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damental nature of these information-preserving systems.
3. Conclusions

We have introduced the concept of a classical density ma-trix as a classical counterpart of the statistical operatorin quantum mechanics. We explored the main proper-ties of this classical density matrix, paying special at-tention to the case of composite systems. When dealingwith these systems, a partial trace-like operation con-ducted on the global classical density matrix describingthe multipartite system yields a marginal density matrixfor a subsystem. When the subsystems are dynamicallyindependent (that is, they do not interact) marginal den-sity matrices evolve locally, their behavior being governedsolely by the local phase-space flows of the concomitantsubsystems. Remarkably enough, and contrary to whathappens with standard marginal probability densities, themarginal classical density matrices incorporate informa-tion concerning the statistical correlations between thedifferent subsystem constituting the composite system un-der consideration. When discussing the time-dependingaspects of the classical density matrix we have focusedupon divergenceless dynamical systems, which constitutethe most fundamental ones. However, the case of systemscharacterized by phase-space flows with finite divergenceis also relevant, both from the conceptual and the practi-cal points of view. We plan to address these systems in aforthcoming contribution.
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